Installer: George Tollen, Rick Peet, Evan Estes, Lorenzo Fuentes
Location: Lake Valley, NM
Type of Job: exterior application of 2# foam over adobe
Square Footage of Job: 7,000 sf
Equipment Used: e-20/ e-30
Number of people needed for the Job: 4
Number of days required by the Job: 6
Special Requirements: Spray foam project located in a remote area of southern NM; 50 miles from the nearest town. Due to the remote location of this project it was neccessary to make sure all materials were taken in the first time in order to keep the project on schedule.
Foam and coatings used: 2#, 2.8#, TF 750

Project Description: Exterior application of 2# foam over adobe block walls rolled into a foam roof, typical 3 coat stucco over the foam. 3” 2# foam under the roof deck as well.

Benefits of using Foam: The project benefits of spray foam are that the adobe block will absorb the interior temp and maintain that temperature with little energy consumption. All thermal bridging has been elimated.